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i Mr. John G. Sinclair, Jr.
41400 Airport Road
Little River, California 95456

Dea r Mr. Sinclair:
,

Your letter of November 6,1979 to President Carter about the
safety of nuclear power was referred to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission by the Department of Energy on January 22, 1980.

You may be interested in the enclosed statement by the President
on December 7, 1979 giving his assessment of the recommendations

,

! of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile
Island. Also enclosed is an accompanying Fact Sheet from the
White House on the same subject.

Sincerely,

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

Enclosures:
As stated
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THE WHITE HCCSE
aaK )

g' , .
, STATENENT SY THE PRESI0ENT ON THE !C".MENY CC2'MISSICN

D RZpCRT CN THpIE MII.E IS*.AND
A

O . . , -} Room 450, Cid Executive Office 3uilding 1

(AT 2:45 p.M. EST)

THE PRE.SI:ENT: The purpose of this brief statment this
af ternoon is to outline to you and to the public, both in this ecuatry
and in other nations of the world, my own assessment of the Kameny
Report recemendations on the Three Mile Island accident and I would )

|like to add, of course, in the presentation some thoughts and actions
i

of my own.
.

'

I have reviewed the report of the Ccamission. which I
established to investigate the accident at the "hree Mile *sland nuclear
power plant. The Ccamission, headed by Dr. John Kemeny, found ver/
serious short==mings in the way that both the Coverneerit and the utility
industr/ regulate.and manage nuclear power.

~he steps that I as taking today will help to assure that
nuclear power plants are operated safely. Safety, as it always has
been and will remain, is my top priority. As I have said before, in
this country nuclear power is an energy source of last resort. 3y this
I meant that as we reach our goals on conservation, on the direct use
of coal, on development of solar power and synthetic fuels, and.

ennanced produe:1on of American oil and natural gas, as we reach those
goals , then we can mintmi:e our reliance en nuclear power.

Many of our foreign allies must place much greater reliance
than we do on nuclear power, because they do not have the vast natural
resources that give us so many alternatives. We must get on with the
feo of developing alternative energy resources and we must also pass,
in order to do this, the legislation that I have proposed to the Congrafs,

maxing an effort at every level of society to conserve energy. To,

conserve energy and to develop energy resources in our countrf are the
two basic answers for which we are seexing. But we cannot shut the
door on nuclear power for the United States.

.

The recent events in Iran have shown us the clear, stark *

dangers that excessive dependence on i= ported oil holds for our natica.
We must make ever/ effort to lead this country to energy securtty.

,

Every domestic energy source, including nuclear power, is critical 1.f
we are to be free as a country from our presett over-dependence on
unstable and uncertain sources of higt. priced foreign oil.

We do not have the luxurf of abandoning nuclear power or
imposing a *engthy moratorium en its further use. A nuclear power.

'

plant can displace 35,000 barrels of oil per day, or roughly 13 million
barrels of,oti per year. We must take ever/ pessible s sp to increase
the safety of nuclear power production. I agree fully with the letter
and the spirit and the intent of the Kerneny Commission recommendations,

- seme of wnica are within my own power to implement, others of waien
rely on ne :1uclear Regulatorf Ccamission, or the :tRC, or the utility

-

indus .ry its elf.

To get the Cover .=ent's cwn house in order I will take.
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several n eps. First, I will send to the Congress a teorganization plan
to strengthen the role of the Chairman of the NRC, to clarify assignment
of authority and responsibility and provide this person with the power-

to act on a daily basis as a chief executive officer, with authority to
put needed safety recuirements in place and to implement better
procedures. The Chairman must be able to select key personnel and toO

9 D act on behalf of the C:e: mission during any emergency.''

QW' second, I intend to appoint a new Chairperson of the
q' cy ~

Nuclear Requiatory Commission, someone fr m outside that agency, in the, e

D _
1 [ spirit of the Kemony Cermission recommendation. In the meantime, I have

O' Jk g asked Commissioner Ahearne, now on the NRC, to serve as the Chairman.
~ Mr. Ahearne will stress safety and the pr:mpt implementation of the

needed reforms.

In addition, I will establish an independent advisory
committee to help keep me and the public of the United States informed
of the progress of the NRC and the industry in achieving and in making
clear the recommendations that nuclear pcwer will be safer.

Third, I am transferring responsibility to the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, the FC".A, to head up all off-site
emergency activities, and to complete a thorough review of emergency -

plans in all the states of our country with operating nuclear reactors
-- by June , 19 80. ~

Fourth, I have directed the Nuclear Regulatory C r. issi n and
the otner agencies of the Covernment to accelerate our program -o place
a resident Federal inspector at every reacter site.

Fifth, I am asking all relevant Covernment, agencies to
implement virtually all of the other recemreendations of the Kemeny
C mmission. I believe there were 44 in all. A detailed factsneet is
being issued to he 'public and a more extended briefing will be gi .*en
to the press this af ternoon.

With clear leadership and improved organization, the
Executive 3:anen of Cover .mont and the NRC will be better aole to
act quickly on the crucial' issues of improved training and standards,
safety procedures, and the other Komany C mmissica roccamendations.
Sus responsibility to make nuclear power safer does not stop with.the
Federal Government. :n fact, the primary day by day responsibility
for safety rests with utility company management and with suppliers

-
of nuclear equipment. There is no substitute for technically qualified 1

*

and committed people working on the construction, the operation, and
the inspection of nuclear power plants.

personal responsibility must be stressed. Some one person !

must always be designated as in charge, both at the corporate level and
also at the power plant site. The industry Owes it to the American
people to strengthen its ccamitment to safety.

I call on the utilitime to i=plement the following changes
firs t, building on the steps already taxen, the industry must organi:e ;
itself to develop enhanced standards for safe design, operation, and 1

construction of plants seccad, the nuclear industry must work' together '

to fevelop and to maintain in operation a comprehensive training,
examination, and evaluation program for operators and for supervisors. I

This training program =ust pass muster with the NRC through accreditation
of the ::aining prograr.s to be established.

*

Third, control ro'cas in . nuclear. power plants must be
modernized, ' standardized, and simplified as much as possible,. to permit

1
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batter informed decision-making among regular operating hours and, of
course, during emergencies.

,

I challenge our utility companies to bend every effort
to improve the safety of nucinc power.

Finally, I would like to discuss how we manage this
transition period during which the Kemeny reccamendations are beine
implemented. There are a number of new nuclear plants now awaiting
operating licenses or consa,ruction permits. Under law, the Nuclear
Regulatory Cocumission is an independent agency. :.icensing decisions
rest with the Nuclear Regulatory Cc::stission, and as the Xemony Commission
noted, it has the authority to proceed with licensing these plants on a
case by case basis, which may be used as circumstances surrounding a
plant or its application dictate.

The NRC has indicated, however, that it will pause in
issuing any new licenses and construction permits in order to devote
its full attention to putting its own house in order and tiq*ttening upsafety requirements. I endorse this approach which the NRC has
adepted, but : urge the NRC to complete its work as quickly as possible
and in *no event later than six months from today. Cnce we have
instituted the necessarf reforms to assure safety, we must resume the

-

licensing peccess promptly so that the new plants we need to reduce our
dependence on foreign oil can be built and operated.

"*he steps * am announcing today will help to insure the safety
of nuclear plants. Nuclear power does have a future in the United States.
It is an option that we must keep open. I will join wt a the utilities
and their suppliers, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the executive
departments and agencies of the Federal Government, and also the state
and local governments to assure that the future is a safe one.

!

Now Dr. Frank Press , S t.t Z1:enstat, and John Deutsch will
be gIad to answer your questions about these decisions and about -

nuclear power and une future of it in our country. Frank? .
'

END (AT 3 00 P.!".. EST)
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EMSAR00E0 TOR RELEASE
December 7, 1979 -

ONTIL ATTER THE 3R:! TING
TP:OAY, OECEMBER 7, 1979

Cf fice of the White House Press Secretary

. ............................... ......, ............... ...
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THE PRES:OENT'S RESPONSE TO THE RECOMMENOATIONS gg 9
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The President's Commission en the Accident at Three Mile Island
(known as the Kemeny Commission) probed deeply into the circum.
stances sur:cunding the accident. They found .that although the
ac:tdent was tatt ated by a mechanical malfune-ics, te was made
much worse by a series of human etters in :esponding to it.
Moreover, the accident revea-led very sericus shorne mings in the
ent :e governmental and private-sector system that regulates and
manages nuclear power. Accordingly, the C:mmissten made numerous
and su stantive recommenda: Lens f:r change. ,

The President ann unced today that he agreed fully with the spirit
and intent of the Kemeny C:mmission's rec =mmenda: Lens and anncunced **- #nis dactsten to press forward with the recommendations within his
power to implement. *he President requested both the nuclear
industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commissacn, which Ls an inde.
pendent agency and not sub;ect to his direct cent:cl, to comply
similarly with the Kemeny C:mmissten rec =mmendations and to make
every ef f ort to imp :ve safety. .

Among many other actions, the President announced the following
ints:stives

o A reorganization plan for the Nuclear Regulatory
commission will be sent to C:ngress early in the next
sessten. The plan will strengthen the role and ability of
the Chairman to lead the C:mmission in the deve1 cement of
a unified and more reliable nuclear safety regulatory program.

o *he President will appoint a new Chairman of the NRC f;om
outside the agency. This is in accced with the Kemeny Cem.
mission recommendation that there be fresh leadership. In the
meantime, commtssioner Cohn Ahearne, a current member of the
NRC, will serve as Chairman. Or. Ahearne will stress safety
and the prompt Lsplementation of needed reforms.

A five.<nember expert advisory ecmmittee will beo
established to monitor the progress of the NRC, other Tederal
agencies, the States and the utilities in improving the
safety of nuclear reactors and in implementing the Kemeny
Commission ree:mmendati:ns. The c=mmittee will report
periodically to the President and the public en its findings.
o The President asked the NRC and other agencies to -

*

ac=elerate placement of a residen: Tc:eral inspector at every
reac ce site. He also asked the NRC to evaluate the need for g

.

a Tederal presence in the cent:ci : cm of cperating reacters,
such as by ceservers or continual c=mputer monat= ring of vital
plant par am e ters.

mere
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o The President has directed that the rederal Emergency-

,

Management Agency assume responsibility for all of f-stte
nuclear emergency planning and response. A suppl emental
appropriation of $8.9 million will be submitted to Congress
to enabl e FEMA, among other other activities, to ecmplete the
review of State emergency plans in all States with operating
reactors by June 19 80.

o The President emphast ed the im"portance of a strong-

c ommi tmen t to nuclear safety by utilities and their suppliers.
He urged the industry to build on the progress it has made
since the accident to provide both enhanced analysis and evalua-
tion for safety of the design, construction, and operation of
plants, and a greatly strengthened training, retraining and
evaluation program for operators and supervisors. He asked the
NRC to evaluate and reinforce these efforts.

o In order to assure we learn the detailed lessons from the
accident on an expedited basis, the President is submitting a
supplemental appropriation to Congress of $49.2 million for
the NRC and $7 million for the OCE. These funds will allow the
collection and evaluation of data and will speed the implementa-.

tion of reforms. The President's FY 19 81 budget, which will be
submitted to Congress in January, will retnforce the President's
c ommitment to strengthen the safety of nuclear reactors.

A datatled response to each of the Kameny Commission recommendations
is provided below. 0 ,_'

__

0 l
'

QO
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On April 11, 1979, the President established, by Executive orden fJ <

a Commission to conduct "... a ecmprehensive study and investig go h j j j g
of the recent accident involving the nuclear power facility on
Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania.* The Commission was composed of
twelve members with diverse experiences and backgrounds, and was
chaired by Dr. John G. Xemeny. The President charged the Commission
as follows:

,

*The Commission's study and investigation shall includes-
.

(a) a technical assessment of the events and their
causes this assessment shall include, but shall not be
limited to, an evaluation of the actual and potential impact
of the events on the public health and safety and on the
health and safety of sorkers;

.

,(b) an analysis of the role of the managing utilityr

(c) an assessment of the emergency preparedness and
response of the Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission and other
rederal, State, and local authdritiest

(d) an evaluation of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
licensing, inspection, operation, and enforcement procedures
as applied to this f acilit,,;

* '

(e) an assessm nt of how the public's right to information
concerning the events at TMI was served and of the steps which
should be taken during similar emergencies to provide the
public with accurate, comprehensible, and timely informations
and

'
.

(f) appropriate recommendations based upon the.

Commission's findings."

The Commission held meetings, consultations, and interviews with
numerous individuals involved in the full spectrum of nuclear pcwer
d evel opment, regulation, and operation. Assistad by a staff and by
censultants, the Commission conducted a detailed factual inquiry and
analysis in each of the~ areas of its charge. The President's Cem-
mission ccepleted its assignment on schedule.

- more
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At the meeting with the President on October 30th, the Commission
presented their final report, They concluded thac * . . .* fundamental
changes will be necessary in the organi:ation, procedures, and
practices -- and above all -- in the attitudes of the NRC and, to
the extent tha t the institutions we investigated are typical, of
the nuclear industry." ,

,

The Commission's report made 44 recommendations in seven major .

areas: the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the utility and its
suppliers, training of operating personnel, technical assessment, .

worker and public health and safety, emergency planning and
response, and the public's right to information.

III. RESPONSE TO THE KTPENY COMMIS$!OH RECOMMENCA?! CMS

The President agrees fully with the spirit and intent of all the
Kemeny Commission recommendations. It is, however, important to
implement these recommendations in a way that assures a rapid and
orderly transition to a demonstrably improved nuclear industry and
Federal regulatory establishment. There are a few cases where the
basic problems identified by the Kemeny Commission are addressed in
a manner different frem those which the Kemeny Commission recommended.

First, the President has chosen to strengthen the NRC organi:ation
through enhanced executive powers for the Chairman, rather than
through the creation of a new Federal agency ( A.1) .* Second, since

' nuclear regulation will continue to be guided by a collegial body
which provides a diversity of views, the President has chosen not
to create a permanent 15-member oversight committee (A.2). He will,
hcwever, establish a smaller advisory committee to report to him
regarding the progress of the NRC, the Federal government, the
States, and the industry in improving safety and in implementing the
recommendations. Third, portions of several recommendations (A.3,.

A.4, and A.10) can be implemented only through legislation. In
these cases, the specific approach for implementation, if implementa-
tion is found appropriate, must be worked out in di,scussion with the
Congress and others.

Finally, the President noted that the Commission retains the i

'authority to license plants on a case-by-case basis, in the transi-
tion period during which the recommendations are being implemented.
This authority may be used as the circumstances surrounding an
individual plant dictate, conforming with the reccemendations of
the Kemeny Commission ( A.8) . The NRC has stated that it will pause
in issuing new eperation licenses and constru= tion permits in order
to devote full attentAon to putting its house in order. The Presi-
dont endorsed the NRC's approach, but urged the NRC to complete its
work as quickly as possible and, in any event, no later than six
months from today. Licensing must ce resumed as promptly as safety
permits so that the new plants which we need to reduce our dependence
on foreign oil can be built and operated.

The President agrees with all the remaining recommendations, and
where he has authority, is directing that the implementation proceed
immediately. For the other roccamendations which are not under
Presidential control, he calls on the affected parties to proceed

.
|

I

expeditiously and thoroughly with the changes.

Each of the Kemeny Commission's reccmmendations ~is set out below in i

summary form, along with the President's pecposal or recom=endation
in response. The c=mplete text of the Kemeny Commission recommenda-
tions is presented as Attachment A. -

\

o R fF p
The parenthetical references are to the Kemeny C:mmission*

'l')1
j

|
recommendations, . set out as an attachment. .

@] i q-
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A. THE NUCLEAR RIOULATORY COMMISSION O Q- -

Acenev Creani=ation and Manacement

Kemenv commission Recemmendation: .The current NRC should be
acoltsned and restructured as an executive agency under the
leadership of a single administrator. This single administrator
would have su'estantial discretionary authority over agency organi-
sation and management and would assure coordination of the research,
operating experience and inspection and enforcement activities. The
Administrator and =ajor staf f components would be consolidated in the
same building or group of buildings. The Commission recommended that
the administrator be a person frem outside the present agency. (A.1)
The President's Preecsal: The President agrees that improvements
in NRC's organization and management are essential. Because of the
value of diversity of views that a ccamission can bring to decision-
making, and the protection frem political intervention that indepen-
dence can provide, the President will retain the NRC as an indepen-
dont commission. The President has directed, however, that several
concrete acetons be taken to address the deficiencies that have been
identified:

o The Office of Management and Budget will prepare a
reorganization plan to remedy the ambiguity and confusion as
to the respective roles of the Chairman, the Commissioners,
and the Executive Director for Operations. The plan will
strengthen the Chairman's ability as Chief Executive Of ficer
to provide fbeceful management control ever the operating
functions of the NRC and to lead the C0mmission in the devel-
opment et a unified nuclear safety program. It will give the
Chairman greater power to make key personnel decisions, as
well as authority to act on behalf of the Commission during an
eme rge ncy. This plan will be submitted to Congress early in
the next session.

The President will appoint a new Chairian of the NRC fromo
outside the agency. In the meantime, Ccemissioner John Ahearne,
now a member of the NRC, will serve as Chairman. Dr. Ahearne
will stress both safety and the prempt implementation of
needed reforms.

o The General Services Administration is directed to prepare
a plan for consolidating the ecmmissioners and their staff with *

the major staff components of the agency in the same building
or a group of buildings in close proximity with each other.

Kemenv Commission Recemmendation: A permanent oversight committee
on nuclear saf ety snould be established to report to the President
and the Congress at least annually. This committee would have a
maximum of 15 members frem divergent backgrounds and would be
assisted by its.own staff (A.2). .

The President's Precosal: Retention of the ccanission form for the
NRC alleviates muca of the need for a permanent oversight group. ,

However, there is significant merit to the establishment of a small
advisory committee of experts to report to the President and the
public on the progress of the NRC, other Federal agencies, the States,
and the utilities in improving the safety of nuclear power and in
implementing the Femeny C = mission rec =mmendations. An oversight ,

.

Committee will be established shortly.

Kemenv C:enission Recemeendation: The C=mmission recommends the
strengenening of sne role of ne Advisory C mmittee on Reactor Safe-
quards (ACRS) as an indeoendent technical check on safety matters.
Recommended changes include expanding the staf f,143cy:ng the require-
ment that it review every license application, and providing the ACRS
with the statutory right to intervene in licensing and rulemaking

. hearings and to initiate rulamaking proceedings ( A.3).

more
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*he President's Procosal:,The President is:The ACRS plays a valuable role and
snould ce strengenened.

'o Asking the NRC to dirce the ACRS to focus its
D D

attention on a priority basis on the major outstanding
safety issues. NRC should augment the analytical capa- ej es
bilt ty of the ACRS. *

~

%r-
_

I
-

O7
0

Ao Pledging to work with the Congress to review the

;, _
j{j

_ s _:)wisdem of the current statutory requiremont that the i

ACRS to review every license application.

o Requesting that the chairman of the NRC, in coopera-
tion with the ACRS, assess these recommendations and
advise the Oversight Committee of steps that might be
taken to expand the ACRS capability to provide an inde-
pendent safety check. ;

|

*he Acenev's Substantive Mandate.
|

Kemenv Commission Pecemmendation: *he Kemeny Commission '

recommencs tna t increased priority be directed to assur,ing the
safeev of nuclear reactors. Scecific areas addressed include:

*\ s tab'11shing saf ety-cos t trade' offs,2heviewing the transfer of-

statutory responsibilities not related to safety,51 upgrading
licensing functions, and'. increasing the safety emphasis 1n

3control room design, research, and plant systems (A.4):4 greater j
licensee responsibility and accountability through higher organi-
zational and management standards (A.5);" remote siting of new ,

plants ( A.5); ftnd plans for the mitigation of accident
]

conse-
quences (A.7).

The President's Precosal: Although transfer of the statutory
responsamaistles of One NRC will not now be pursued, the President
urges implementation of the remaining recommendations. In many
areas covered by the reccmmendations, the NRC kas already begun
to remedy the deficiencies noted by the Kemeny Commission. The
oversight Committee is directed to monitor and report periodically
on NRC progress in implementing these recommendations.

Kemenv C mmission Recem endation: *he Kemeny Commission recommended
enat cefore issuing a new construction permit or operating license,
the NRC should assess the need for new safety improvements, review
the coepetency of the prospective operating licensees to manage the
plant and examine 'the adequacy of the training program, and condi-
tion new licenses on review and approval of State emergency plans.
(A.8) .

The President's Procesal: *his recommendation provides the
Kemeny Ccemission's guidance on licensing during the transition
to an improved nuclear regulating regime. Clearly the NRC has
the authority to proceed with the licensing of plants in this
transition period on a case-by-case basis, as the Kemeny Ccemission
recommended, and that this authority may be used as circumstances
surrounding a plant dictate. The NRC has indicated that it will
pause on issuing new licenses and construction permits in order to*
devote its full attention to putting its hcuse in order. The '

President endorses the approach the NRC has adepted, but he calls
en the NRC to c mplete its wrrM sr quickly as possible, and in
any event, no later than sin mentar from ecday.

Jeenev Procedures.

Ke env Co-mission nece- endatien: The C:mmission indicated that.

improvements are needed an ene rerelutien and subsequent enforce-
ment of generic and specific safety issues. It recommends improved
rulemaking procedures (A.9); improved licensing procedures to
emphasi:e early and effective resolution of safety issues (A.10);
and increased emphasis on inspection and enforcement functions
and systematic evaluation of operating plants (A.ll).

more
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The President's Precosal: Inprovements in procedures are
essential for improvec regulation of c=mmercial nuclear powcr.
He endorses the Kemeny recommendations to improve rulemaking
procedures and to strengthen inspection and enforcement. More-
over, he endorses the intent of the licensing recommendation:
licensing reform should focus on impro'ving public confidence in
the integrity of the process, as well as assuring the safety of
nuclear facilities. But because some of the licensing recommen-
dations ( A.10 ) contain specific provisions whien require careful
evaluation by the NRC, the appropriate Congressional committ'ees,

'kl'e-)and concerned public interest groups before final udgment is madel 9
on their desirability, the President aas decided to withhold his (kj sendorsement of the licensing reccmmendations at this time.

i,

thePresideng'h}}{TI g IIn order to meet the need for procedural reform, '

- 4requests the NRC to undertake the following actions:
L }-}
j j

AU i

o Proceed with the implementation of the reforms of '#

rulemaking.

o Perform an cpen and systematic evaluation of its
licensing procedures. They should actively seek and'
address input frem affected outside groups as well as
cisantorested parties, such as the Administrative
Conference.

o Enhance significantly its emphasis on inspection
and, enforcement. He acknowledges that the NRC's long

,

- delay in implementing a systematic assessment of operating
reactor experience is being addressed by the establishment
of the office of Analysis and Evaluation of Cperational Data.

o In order to permit greater involvement of the
commissioners in the development of policy on key safety
matters, the Chairman of the NRC is requested to review
the ex carte rules governing contact between commissioners
and staff.

o Accelerate its program to place a resident Federal
inspector at every reactor site. Further, the NRC is
requested to evaluate the desirability of a stronger .

Federal presence in the control room of every operating
reactor, such as by added government representatives or
on-line moni 5 ing by a government computer f acility.

B. THE CTII,ITY AND ITS SUPPLIERS

Kemenv Commission Recemmendations: The Kameny Commission
recognized snat its recommencations with respect to the nuclear
industry were based on evaluation of a limited sample. But to |

the extent tha t its findings are representative of the industry ;

as a whole, the Commission urged a dramatic change in the atti-*

tudes toward safety and regulation. The Commission recommends
that the industry: specify safety standards and monitor ecm- ,

pliance (3.1); establish within each nuclear utility a separate
safety group (3.2 improve integration and accountability at
all management levels (3.3); attract and retain highly qualified
candidates for operators and supervisors (3.4); and improve the
writing, reviewing and monitoring of plant procedures (3.5). In
addition, utility rate-setting agencies are urged to allow the
p rtsp recovery of safety expenditures (3.51.

~

The President's Precesal: The President endorses these recom-
menestions. Safety of nuclear reactors can be significantly
improved through a pervasive and kncwledgable involvement by-

utility tcp managenent in seeking safe and reliable plant
operation. Indeed, the primary reform must come fron within

'

the utility 17dustry and its suppliers. Industry initiatives ,

Isince the accident to improve safety. such as the establishment
of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and the

more
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Mu;1 car Eafety Analysts Center (NSAO! should be pursued and
augmented. An industry-sponsored central technical organization
should address the deficiencies revealed by the accident at
Three Mile Island. In addition, the NRC is establishing up=
graded requirements for management competence, cperating
procedures. Independent review and system safety evaluation.
These steps represent impo rta nt initiatives, but they are only
a start. The Presiden , therefore, calls f,or the f ollowing actions:

o The management of nuclear utilities must follow through
on the safety Laprovement programs that have been announced,
add to and strengthen these programs, and demonstrate a
ccmmitment to safety that goes beyond mere compliance with |

regula::en.

A concept of personal responsibility must be appIled:o ,

a competent and well ::ained decision-maker must always be |
'in enarge at the corporate level and at the plant site. IPrimary responsihtlity for safety must rest with the utility rp r7s

compantes that cperate and maintain nuclear power plants. D 0

|o INPO and NSAC are asked pericdically to inform the CJ C> d

Chairman of the NRC and the Cversight Committee of the : r3
- - - -

ob;ectives, milestones for implementation, progress in
~

0 l.
u '

}mec:Ing those milestones, and the results of their inde- n
s;s J L; _ s . - fi 23pendent evalua:Lon of utility perfor=ance.

o NSAC should direct early attention to evaluating the
readiness and assisting in the saf ety upgrading of those
utill:es with nuclear generating stations under construction j
which would have a ma;or impact on the displacement of 'oreign '

oil. NRC is encouraged to do likewise, making use of the
NSAC efforts as appropriate.

o The oversight Committee is directed to monitor industry
progress, identify cpportunities for accelerating and strength-'

ening the improvements which have been initiated, and identify
potential opportunities for Federal assistance in these efforts,

The Secretary of Energy is directed to provide appropriateo
assistance to the industry and the Cversight Com.sittee. NRC
is requested to evaluate and accredit industry efforts to
assure that prompt and ef f ective attention is being given
to needed safety reforms. )

|

C. TRAINING Cl* CPERATING PIRSONNE!.

Kemenv Commission Recommendations: These are directed at up-
g rading ne ::aaning of operators and assuring that training is an
ongoing activity. Specifically they urger, the establishment of
accredited training institutions (c.11: training by individual
utilities in the specifies of particular ?lants, recertification
by NRC and upgraded licensing requirements (C.2); continuous
training integrated with operating experience, emphasis on under-
standing abnormal operational conditions, emphasis on the
fundamentals of reactor safety, and regular training with
s,imulators, (C.3 ) ; and research and development to improve
simulation rystems (C.4). ,

The President's Preresal: Th'e President is particularly concerned
w::n :ne commission *r it..fing? :ha: ne::her the industry nor the
NP.C gave adequate attan:::n :: the.reere ence of opera:ce and
supervisory personnel. Ins te ad , the saf ety of commeretal nuclear
power was equated with' engineered equipment to the neglect of the
human element.

-
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Of spee:41 cencern is the lack of attention and devotion of
rescurces to the tratning of operaters wnich the xemeny investi-
gation reveal ed. It is clear that site managers must consider
themselves responsible for operator training. The training
organt:ation in each utility must be staf f ed by motivated,
educationally qualified instructors. There must be training for
engineers and managers at a level higher than control room operators.
Througnout all taas training, the basic petnciples of science and
engineering which g=vern nuclear plant safety and reliabil ty must
be empnasized. Finally, a rigorous requalification program is
absolutely necessary to assure that plant operations are impr=ved
and skills once developed are not lost.

The President str:ngly supports the C:mmission recommendations for
improved training of operater and supervisory personnel . In response
to the TM: accident, the NRC is revising its requirements with respect
to operator training and qualifications. INPO will also be directing
its early attention to this area. Because of the importance of mean-
ingful and timely tmprovement in knowledge and capabilities of
personnel involved in nuclear plant management, operation, and
maintenance, the President ist

o Requesting that NRC inform the oversight Committee within
f=ur months en its progress in implementing the Ccmmission
recommendatiens for al more rigorous criteria for .cperator and
supervisor qualifications, b) expanded and improved use of
sLmulators in training, c) NRC examination and recertification
of licensed cperators, and d) criteria for accreditation of D p ([] gtraining institutions.

d)Jo Asking INPC, with assistance as needed from OCE, to make' r.'r T ' ({}an assessment of the total manpower and training requirements ,g | q
of nuclear utilities and to develop a program != upgrading - q fand accrediting training institutions. d d,bg dlj
o Urging utilities to work together to review and improve -
their internal training programs in accordance with the ersteria
discussed above.

o Directing Federal agencies which have significant experience
in the training of technical personnel analogous to nuclear.

utility operations, such as CCD, NASA, FAA, and CCE, to cooperate
with NRC and INPO in identifying areas where assistance might

'

be provid ed,.,

o Directing the Cversight Committee to review utility training
programs, drawing on DCE assistance as appropriate, to evaluate
NRC's progress on upgrading regulatory requirements, and to
repo rt to the President within six months.

D. TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

Kemenv Ccemissien Meecemendations: These recemmendations address:
ne need ter improvements in c=ntrol room technology (D.1): review

of design and maintenance inadequacies to mitigate the consequences
of potential accidents (D.21: centinuous recording of critical plant
measurements (D.3): expanded safety-related technical studies (3.4
and 5): close monitoring of the TMI cleanup process and the preser- -

.

vation of dac for future safety analyses (D.6); and a rigorous
screening ani 6nvestigation of every abnormal event Oc assess the
implica tion - 1r design, operatien, training, management **f
r egulation '),

more
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he president's Prooosal The President supports these recem-I

mencations and notes anat NRC and its licensees are beginning
|

. to apply many of the technical lessons learned from TMI. As

|
the industry and the NRC carry cut their programs of technology
improvement, the President has urged that special emphasis be
placed in the following areas:

o Plant designs, equipment , co'nt:cl rooms, training,
et=., should be standardized insofar as practicable.
For example, it makes no sense that the control room
for Unit I at Three Mile Island is designed much dif-
ferently than the control room at Unit 2, even though
both reactor plants were designed by the same manu-
facturer. This apparently resulted f:=m the utility
using dif ferent architect engineers for the two units.

Control rocms should be simplified in display and ,o
control. The data gathcred by the Commission show that at
TMI-2 during normal operation there were at least 50
alarms activated in the control room, and af ter the
reactor trip there were over 100. Operators cannot be
expected to take ef fective action under such circumstances.

In order to provide a halanced and ef fective technical response,
the President is taking the following actions:

o NRC is ' asked to provide its plan for the imple- ,

mentation of saf ety imprevements and utilities are |
requested to respond in a timely f ashion. To assist
the NRC in this effort, the President has requested a | qq r;5 g
supplemental apprepriation of $32.6 million in FY 1980. O

kS/ k '*

o DCE is directed to ecordinate with NRC the prempt and ,

ef fective diffusion and use by the utilities of the da*A rm | |
on operating experience gathered by NRC, DCE and the i !|0)

,
R |}

&
'

industry itself. (Q g b
.>

NRC is asked to expand the secpe of LWR safety rescarch ;o
activities to focus on developments which wilk reduce the ;

likelihood of future accidents. ,

I
o NASA, FAA, and DCE are directed to assist NRC and the
' nuclear industry by identifying appropriate technologies
that could improve the operational safety and reliability
of nuclear power plants. Such technology would include:
control and instrumentation system design, information
display techniques, and advanced training methods,

The President endorses the joint NRC/EPRI/DCE efforto
to obtain data during the TMI cleanup. In addition, NRC
is asked to assure that the cleanup is conducted in a manner
consistent with adequate protection for the environment and
public health and safety. The Administration has requested
a $7 million supplemental appropriation for 1980 to accomplish
this.

The Oversight Cemnittee is directe'd to evaluate NRC ando
utility progress in implementing saf ety improvements and

,

assess the Federal government's program in LWR safety re- -

search to assure that it is appropriately focused and
adstuitely funded.

E. WCRXER AND PUBLIC HEALTH SATETY

Kcmenv C: mission Recemmendatens: The Kemeny Cemmission urged the
cetter cocedinated ncalth-related radiation::. .cw;ng : empancec an

effects research with an interagenty cec =tttee to establish an agenda
for researrh efforts (E.11: mandstory review by MC; of NRC radiation-
related health actions (E.2); expanded state and local programs for
educating health professionals and emergency rerpense personnel
(E.2); and advance prepar: tion for e=ergenctes (E.4 and 5) . ,

more
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The President's Precosal: The potential hazards to verkers and |

tne general puolic : rom accidents at nuclear power plants are i
closely related to the health hazards from exposures to radiation i

from other sources. Early last year, concern was raised about I

potential latent effects from exposure to radioactive f all-cut in
,

'

Nevada and Utah, about risks for workers in energy and defense t

activities, and about the radiation hazards of Xray diagnoses and jtherapy. The need for cocedinated poli,cy, better research, op-
portunities for public input, and better public information became
clear. On octcber 23, the President announced several Administration
initiatives to meet these needs: first, the establishment of a
Radiation Policy Council, chaired by the Administrator of the EPA,
with participation of policy-making of ficials of all the relevant
regulatory, research, and operating agencies; and second, the
estaDlishment of an Interagency Radiation Research Committee,
chaired by the Director of the National Institutes of Health. I

,

The Council and the Research Ccmmittee provide expert and open !

processes for meeting research needs and enhancing guidance for !

worker and public protection frem potential radioactive exposures, i

The President is taking the following additional actions:

o KRC is requested to submit for review all actions
af fecting worker and public health and safety to the
Radiation Policy Council.

!

o Utilities should respond expeditiously to NRC's - I
! i

upgraded requirements for advance preparation for the en r7s I
mitigation of emergencies. D 0

o The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FIMA) is Li> Las '

directed to address the need for improved advance pre-
'

0
g,3 -- - - - '

paration for energencies and pub'..ic education programs
in the context of state emergency response plans. A

o DCE is directed to strengthon its program to develop
technologies.for reducing the raliation exposure of workers
at nuclear power plants.

F. EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESPCNSE *

Kemenv Commission Recommendations: The Commission found that at
all levels of government, planning for the of f-site consequences
of radiological emergencies lacked coordination and urgency. Their

. .

recommendations call for significant changer an impreved state
response plan is a requisite for granting an operating license
(F.1); FEMA should have the lead responsibility, in consultation
with NRC and other appropriate agencies, for radiological
emergency planning (F.1); onergency response plans should be
based on various classes of accidents and local communities
should have funis and technical assistance for local planning
(F.2); research on medical means of mitigating radiation effects
should be expanded (F.3); a program is needed to educate the -

public on nuclear plant operation, health ef fects frcm radiation
and protective actions against radiation (F.4); further study
on mass evacuation is necessary (F.5); and plans for providing
Federal emergency support should be revised to assure improved
coordination and more ef fective capabilities (F.6) .

,

The President's Prooosal: The President supports these recom-
mancations. The rederal government's ability to deal with
emergencies har already been improved by consolidat;ng the
widely scattered and uncoordinated programs for emergency pre-
paredness and response under FEMA. Recogni=ing that the NRC
has statutory responsibility for on-site emergency preparedness -

and response, the President is taking the follewing actions

more
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e r MA is directed to: (1) take the lead in off-site
energency planning and response: () c:mplete by June
1980 the cview of state energency plans in those states
with operat ng reactors: (3) ccmplete as soon as possible .

the review of state emergency plans in those states with |

plants schedaled for Operation in the near future: (4) |
Idevelop and issue an updated series of interagency assign-

cents -nl:h would delineate ecspective agency capabilities
and responsibilities and cles:1y defind p ccedures for
coordination and direction for both emergency planning
and response: (5) assure that DCE resources and capabilities
for resp:nding to radiological emergencies are made avail-
able and augmented as needed to service civilian related
radiological emergencies: a nd ( 6 ) assure the develepment
of programs to address the reccmmendations for additional
research and public education needs.

o NRC is asked to assist FEMA in these activities. f

The Director of TIMA will report peri:dically to the ia
Oversight Committee and the President on progress that has |

|been made.

State and 1ccal officials are encouraged to work witho
FEMA to assure the necessary c ctdination of thet , respective

*

emeinency responsibilities. |
4

o FEMA is directed to provide the States with technical
assistance wherever app cpr,i.te.

A supplemental apprep :ation for fiscal year 1990 in*

o
the amount of $13.3 million as being submitted to Congress
to improve emergency preparedness. Of this, 33.9 million
will be used by FEMA and $4.4 million by NRC. *he President
requests prcmpt Congressional consideration.

O n'
G. *HE PC3LIC'S RICHT TC INTCRMA7:CN D O

Kemenv C mmission Rec emendations: *he Commission found that there sD Cs
were a nuncer of ceficiencies in providing information to the pub 1Aq

[0 j
- -

~l
-

during the accident. The Commission ree:mmended the folicwing
"

Aactio ns : Federal and State agencies and utilities should prepare
I (ga public information program clearly defining their respective ,;s _ZJ-_

responsibilities (G.1): the logistics and resources for information
distribution should be improved (G.2); ma;or media cutlets and
local news media should improve their captbilities to understand
and process infeemation for public consumption (G.3); plans for
establishing emergency broadcast networks should be developed
(G.4); and the public should be routinely informed of abnormal
radiation measurements (G.5).
The President's Precosal: The President ful'ly supports these
r e c:=cenca tio ns . Actions have already been taken by State and
local agencies and utilities to implement many of them. In

addition, the President is taking the following actions:

o NRC should continue to make prompt announcements of
abnormal radiation measurements.

. -

The Radiation Policy Council is directed to work witho
media espresentatives to develee a p rgrim f:: L:pr:ving
media :verage of radiological .- < rt ncies.

o Within the centext of off-site seergency response
planning, FIMA is directed to devolep peccedures for
disse-anation of information durin? an emergency.

1mere
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o TEMA is directed to review progress :n this area and
adv:sc the Cversight Committee on the need for further
redoral assistance,

o The President's reorganization proposal will empower
the Chairman to act on behalf of the Commissten and be its
spokesman during an emergency.

.

I'/ . RESCCRCES PCR IMPt MENT:T:cN

The Adm:nistration will ask the Congress f or a supple = ental
appropria::en for fiscal year 1980 for the activities listed
below. The President arges prompt consideration for this
request.

(s in Milliens)

_N_P_C : ,

o TM lessons learned associated with changes in
precedures and technology at the reactors and
w :han NRC that can be promptly implemented. t. . . . 32.6

o Evacuation and Emergency Planning................ 4.4

o Risk Assessment....... .......................... 3.3
o Cperater Qualification and Licensing............. 2.3
o Miscellaneous Research and Regulation............ 6.6

.

rtMA:

o Fund 5:ste planners to develop emergency response
plan............................................. 2.7

o Travel funds to monitor plan development. . . . . . . . . .2
o Fund publication of emergency public information

materials........................................ 3.0
o Fund development of low cost, low range

d o s im e t e r s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.0
*

o Test eme rg e ncy r e spo ns e pla ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0 ,

1

l
-CCE:

o rund the acquisition and evaluation of data fr:m
TMI-2 (part of joint CCE/NRC/EPRI pro]ect)....... 7.3

Total....... U
.

The President's budget for FY 1981, which will be submitted to
Congress in January, will also reflect the need to enhance our 3 _,

jc mmitment to nuclear safety. D
' g
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